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Dear Readers,
Today’s rising energy prices are making it clear that we have to look to a different energy 
source for our future supply: Renewable energies alone can provide a sustainable means of
satisfying the growing demand for energy worldwide and encompass all three dimensions –
ecological, economical, and socially fair – that are the hallmarks of the energy supply model
of the future. Nobel peace prize laureate Al Gore recently drove home the point of how impor-
tant the replacement of fossil fuels with renewable energy sources is for world peace when he
challenged the most energy-hungry and wasteful national economy in the world to switch
100 % of its electricity supply to renewable sources within the next ten years – the future of
human civilisation was at stake.

We in Europe have already made great strides forward on this path: More than 56 GW of wind
power are on the grid. Last year alone, the installed capacity increased by 18 %. Germany is
currently leading in the production of wind energy. The well-crafted amendment of the Ger-
man Renewable Energy Sources Act has given new impetus to the expansion of wind energy
on inland sites. The power purchase price rose to 9.2 ct./kWh, ensuring the continued profita-
bility of wind farms on inland sites despite the dramatic increase of raw material prices. Land-
based developments continue to dominate expansion in the wind energy sector, and this is not
likely to change: Germany has committed to the goal of an 18 % share of renewable energies
in final energy consumption by 2020 – tripling the current share of renewables! We have
enough wind potential, beyond a doubt: If all of Germany followed the example of the northern
state of Schleswig-Holstein and zoned and utilised 0.75 % of the land for wind energy exploi-
tation, 57 GW of wind power could be installed.

In Brussels, the European Parliament and the Council will set the course for further wind
energy expansion later this year with the new Renewables Directive. The chances for a new
dynamic don’t look too bad. In his report, rapporteur on the directive Claude Turmes sugges-
ted that Parliament grant renewable energy companies priority access to transmission
networks all over Europe. He also recommended obligatory milestones en route to the 20 %
mark and ambitious standards for the removal of bureaucratic obstacles. Maintaining national
promotion systems, however, will be crucial on the way towards an energy revolution. If the
EU really introduces Europe-wide green certificate trading as suggested by the Commission at
the beginning of the year, this will mean the end for power feed-in systems, proven to be most
successful so far, as promotion mechanism. This would be a backwards step we cannot afford
to take in view of the urgent need for a reform of energy supply.

Aloys Wobben
Managing Director ENERCON GmbH

Yours sincerely



sophisticated ship. Experience we are gaining

today will qualify us for jobs tomorrow and gi-

ve us an edge over other shipyards. Today,

most standard ships are being built in foreign

countries. On a long-term basis, if Germany

wants to remain competitive as a shipbuilding

country, we will have to be able to build spe-

cial ships which offer innovative solutions for

pressing issues such as ship operation costs

and sustainability.”

Cornerstone laying ceremony for new
concrete tower production plant 
On June 10th, Reiner Haseloff, Minister for

Work and the Economy in the federal state of

Saxony-Anhalt, and Aloys Wobben, ENERCON

Managing Director, laid the cornerstone for the

new WEC Turmbau GmbH production plant lo-

cated by the harbour in Magdeburg. The plant

covers an area of 25,000 square metres. Pro-

duction of precast concrete towers is schedu-

led to start in March 2009. Concrete towers

have logistic advantages over steel towers,

because they consist of multiple segments

that are easier to transport.

So far, WEC Turmbau GmbH have been using a

building belonging to the former heavy machi-

nery plant “Karl Liebknecht” (SKL) in Magde-

burg-Fermersleben to manufacture their pre-

cast concrete towers. But due to the great

demand for wind energy converters, the capa-

cities of this facility are maxed out. The new

plant is designed for a production output of 

about 200 concrete towers per year. Its loca-

tion by the harbour is another advantage: The

finished components can be shipped imme-

diately by barge, train, or lorry via the nearby

the vessel to transport its turbines and com-

ponents worldwide. A large portion of the

energy required to propel the ship will be sup-

plied by four sailing rotors – large, rotating,

vertical metal cylinders, 25 metres tall. “The

ship is an important element in our company’s

strategy of contributing to reducing CO2 emis-

sion through innovative renewable energy

technologies”, says company founder Aloys

Wobben. “When it comes to replacing conven-

tional energy production with renewable solu-

tions, it is essential not to neglect the trans-

port sector. We now have the opportunity to

demonstrate that the use of sailing rotors in

maritime transport can save a lot of fuel.”

Rolf Rohden, project manager and chief deve-

lopment engineer in charge of the E-Ship,

adds: “The E-Ship will not only be a forerun-

ner in matters of energy efficiency but also in

environmental protection. It is part of a 

sustainable overall concept which is not only

based on reducing fuel consumption, but also

places emphasis on environment-friendly 

treatment of exhaust gases, waste and ballast

water, as well as more efficient methods of

disposing of and avoiding waste. The stan-

dards we set are far more stringent than 

those stipulated in the current IMO and ship

classification guidelines.”

The E-Ship’s main components, including the

sailing rotors, the highly efficient main engi-

nes, and the ship’s streamlined silhouette

(above and below the water line) were develo-

ped directly by ENERCON engineers. The per-

fectly balanced combination of all these com-

ponents helps reducing fuel consumption

considerably. Once underway, E-Ship 1 will

provide information as to actually how much

fuel can be saved and by how much exhaust

emission is reduced in regular operation. This

data will form the basis of optimising individu-

al components and thus promote further tech-

nological development.

Dirk Lindenau, Managing Director at Lindenau

GmbH shipyards, along with his staff, is proud

to be building the E-Ship for ENERCON: “Cur-

rently, the E-Ship is the world’s most modern

sailer. We are excited about meeting the chal-

lenges posed to all our departments by this

Christening and launch of “E-Ship 1”
in Kiel

On 2. August, ship naming and launching ce-

remonies for ENERCON’s new “E-Ship 1” took

place at Lindenau GmbH shipyards in Kiel.

After launching, the ship was hauled to the fit-

ting dock where the final details – fixtures, fit-

tings and equipment – will be installed before

the vessel is delivered in December this year.

The ship’s sponsor, ENERCON executive assi-

stant Martina Kuhlmann, christened the vessel

“E-Ship1” and wished it the typical German

saying: “Immer eine Handbreit Wasser unterm

Kiel” which means “always at least as much

water under the keel as the hand is wide”, and

in addition “always favourable winds”.

The name “E-Ship” was originally only meant

to identify the project, but in the meantime has

caught on so well that ENERCON decided to

use it to name the actual ship. The “E-” in 

E-Ship is a symbolic letter. It stands, e.g., for

“ENERCON”, the ship’s proprietor, for “Electro-

technology”, which is of great significance on

the ship, for “Environment” synonymous with

the company’s environment-protection objec-

tives, for “Economy”, a vital element for a 

lasting shipping concept and, last but not

least, for “Ecology”, the ultimate aim of taking

as many ecological aspects of the ship’s ope-

ration as possible into consideration. But other

terms such as “Energy”, “Earth”, “Encourage-

ment”, “Endurance”, “Experience”, and “Ex-

periment” can also be associated with the 

E-Ship.

Next year, after the ship has been fully equip-

ped and trial runs completed, the Aurich-ba-

sed wind turbine manufacturer will start using
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Aloys Wobben, ENERCON’s Managing Director (l.),
and Rainer Haseloff, Minister of the Economy of
German state Saxony-Anhalt (r.), at the ceremony.

Workers looking on as the ship leaves the dock.



bine is up and running. We hope that we’ve

managed to break the ice. Installing a WEC in

Berlin in particular is important for sending a

strong signal in favour of renewable ener-

gies.“ An audience of about 300 listened to

the presentations. Wind energy associations

and environmental organisations had set up

booths where visitors could learn about the

use of wind energy. ENERCON’s Berlin office,

too, had set up such an information booth

where members of the community could find

out more details about the Pankow WEC.

Tower production launched in Viana
do Castelo
After nearly one year of construction, the new

production facilities for precast concrete

tower segments in Viana do Castelo, Portugal,

are ready to begin operations. Production of

the 83-metre concrete towers designed for

the E-82 wind energy converters will com-

mence in September on a 12,000 square me-

tre production areal. “We’ll be producing 

roughly 20 towers per month”, explains Fran-

cisco Laranjeira, Managing Director of Ener-

gias Renováveis de Portugal (ENERCONPOR).

The E-82 towers are destined for wind farm

projects throughout Portugal.

For the moment, the new rotor blade and con-

crete tower factories in Viana do Castelo will

only be producing components for the E-82.

The majority of the ENERCON turbines projec-

ted for Portugal are E-82s. Also a comparati-

vely small number of E-70s are planned, so

these will be supplied directly from Germany.

Out of the projected E-82s, 90 percent will be

installed on concrete towers.

Further inland, operations at the mechatronic

factory are scheduled to be launched in Sep-

tember, thus completing the entire range of the

Portuguese production facilities. Here, in Lan-

hesis, they will be manufacturing generators

and E-modules. Within the framework of the

2006 Portuguese Government’s call for tender,

ENERCON committed to setting up production

facilities in Portugal and thus gained the con-

tract to install an aggregate of 1,200 MW. The

investment for the concrete tower factory 

alone was roughly 21.7 million euros. A total of

100 workers will be employed at this site.

First E-82 wind farm in Turkey
This August in Kemerburgaz near Istanbul, a

ceremony was held to mark the handing-over

of 12 E-82 MW wind turbines to their operator.

They are the first WEC of this type in Turkey.

Except for the 78-metres steel towers, all

components were manufactured in Aurich and

Magdeburg. Teams from ENERCON Servis Ltd.

Şti., Istanbul, worked together with German

teams to complete the installation. Operator of

the turbines is Lodos Elektrik Üretim A.Ş., a

subsidiary of Istanbul-based Alto Holding A.Ş.

The corporation specialises amongst others in

the production of electricity meters and tex-

tiles; the wind farm represents its first move

into the field of energy systems operation.

Turkey is planning to install a total of 5 GW of

wind power by the year 2015. Besides the sta-

te-guaranteed power purchase price of

5.5 ct./kWh, there is the option of selling wind

power at the “Pool” energy exchange. “We see

excellent opportunities in the Turkish market”,

says Holger Bohlen, ENERCON sales represen-

tative for Turkey. Further projects are in the 

pipeline with Lodos as well as with long-time

business partner Demirer Holding. The plan is

to install another 60 E-82 turbines for Lodos

Elektrik Üretim A.Ş. on the Karaburun peninsu-

la northwest of Izmir by 2010. To cope with the

demand for components, the ENERCON Aero

rotor blade factory in Izmir will expand its pro-

duction capabilities in September to include 

E-82 rotor blades.

motorway. ENERCON is investing 33 million

Euros into the new facility.

Berlins’s first wind energy converter
inaugurated

Berlin’s first wind energy converter (WEC), an

E-82/2.0 MW with a hub height of 138 metres,

was inaugurated in June at a community wind

festival. Speaking at the festival, Udo Pasche-

dag, Head of Division at the Federal Ministry

for the Environment, said that the advent of

wind power in Berlin had been long overdue.

Until 2005, the zoning plan banned all WEC in

the federal capital. The installation of this re-

ference WEC was supported by the federal go-

vernment, said Paschedag. Finally, Berliners

and visitors too can marvel at this cutting-

edge technology „made in Germany“.

Frank Vach, Managing Director of Bernauer

Umweltplan GmbH and co-initiator of the in-

stallation, is also pleased with this project that

showcases the industry to Berlin’s visitors

from all over the world. “Of course, the project

needs to be profitable”, he adds. “The power

purchase price stipulated by the Renewable

Energy Sources Act will help meet this goal.”

Together with Peter Weber, chairman of a

small tenants co-op in Berlin’s Pankow

district, Vach founded NEB Neue Energie 

Berlin GmbH & Co KG, the company that owns

and operates the WEC. Both initiators agree:

„Today, we finally reached our goal – the tur-
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New tower production facility in Viana.

Raising the hub for the E-82 in Pankow.



In order to advance climate protection, the
European Union has committed to reaching
an ambitious objective of 20 % renewable
energy by the year 2020, i.e. the overall
energy consumption of all European Union
countries put together is supposed to be
derived from renewable sources by that 
time. Each individual nation is free to deter-
mine how the resulting increase in renewa-
ble energy is distributed in the electricity,
heating/cooling and transportation sectors
as well as which type of renewable source
to favour.

“Given the target for installations and the
current development status of renewable
energies, it is not difficult to see how many
more climate-friendly energy systems are
still needed in each EU member state”, sta-
tes ENERCON Head of Sales Department,
Stefan Lütkemeyer. These positive targets,

in addition to longstanding, reliable custo-
mer-supplier relations, as well as logistical
advantages, are good reasons to say that
90 % of ENERCON’s projects for the period
from 2010 on will be European.

EU market’s urgent need to 
develop renewables
The need for wind energy is greater in so-
me European countries than in others.
When the EU set its objectives for renewa-
ble energy, the natural factors of each
member state were taken into considerati-
on. Thus, for example, Luxemburg, lacking
in natural resources, is only required to fur-
nish 11 % energy from renewable sources,
whereas Sweden, rich in hydropower, has to
provide 49 %.

Considering the difference between the
projected and the actual development of re-

newables, and considering wind potential,
there are still a great number of promising
markets left in Europe. Great Britain, for ex-
ample, with its target of 15 %, still has a
substantial need for further renewable
energy capacities. In 2005, the share of re-
newable energy consumption was only
1.3 %. In view of the current difference of
11 to 12 % between the 2005 status and
the target, other countries such as Ger-
many, Italy, France and Spain also need to
increase their capacities.

ENERCON still sees the greatest potential
for its wind turbines in the domestic mar-
ket. By the year 2020, 30 % of Germany’s
electricity production is supposed to be 
generated by wind energy. So far, each 
German state has made rather varying 
contributions to achieving this target. In 
Bavaria (percentage of wind energy con-
sumption 0.61 %) and Baden-Württemberg
(0.68 %), in particular, much potential still
remains untapped.

With its entire product range, especially the
E-53/800 kW (73 m hub height) and the 
E-82/2 MW (138 m), ENERCON offers a wi-
de selection of efficient solutions for inland
sites. One especially decisive factor for yield

Energy for the world

Currently, ENERCON’s main sales market is in Europe. And, in the 
medium term, the company plans to install 90 % of its production 
on European territory. One important motive for this strategy is the 
company’s aim to contribute to the European Union’s targets for 
climate protection. Besides the European market, ENERCON also 
intends to continue expanding its present overseas markets. The 
objective is to secure the current 14 % market share.

ENERCON’s future markets  

ENERCON E-70 at Norwegian fjords.
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is tower height – for every additional metre,
yield is increased by 1 %.

If this fact were taken into account at the
various political levels and if at least one
percent of the Germany’s entire land area
were set aside for wind energy, Germany
would have an enormous potential for ex-
pansion available to achieve its climate pro-
tection targets with ease. “In accordance
with the Renewable Energies Act, the in-
creased initial power purchase price for
wind power as of 2009 is a major step in
the right direction”, says Lütkemeyer. With a
power purchase price of 9.2 ct./kWh, far
more projects would be realised at German
inland sites than in the recent past.

Production lines in Portugal
Next to France, the Iberian Peninsula has
developed into a major European sales
market. Due to a huge contract for an ag-
gregate of 1200 MW of wind energy awar-
ded by the Portuguese government in 2006,
ENERCON committed to setting up its own
production facilities. Under the umbrella of
ENEOP 3, several production lines are cur-
rently being set up in Viana do Castelo, a
harbour town in northern Portugal, as well
as in Lanhesis approx.17 km inland.

Compared to ENERCON’s 41 % market sha-
re of installed power in Portugal, the capa-
city installed in Spain is relatively low. In
view of this, ENERCON intends to develop
its current customer relations even further
and in the medium-term, also engage in
providing production facilities in Spain in or-
der to meet the growing potential.

France is one of the countries with the lar-
gest potential for development. Experts
estimate that 10,000 MW are feasible by
the year 2012. “ENERCON wants to conti-
nue its penetration into the French market”,
says Peter Schuster, Regional Sales Mana-
ger for Central Europe (France and Bene-
lux). Since 2007, the power capacity instal-
led in France has been roughly 100 to 
150 MW per year, whereby the majority of
the WECs are in the 2 MW class. There is a
great need for WECs in the 800 kW catego-

ry – approx. forty to fifty E-48 or E-53 turbi-
nes per year. In the Benelux states, the de-
mand is similar – an annual capacity of
roughly 150 MW are on the books. “The
French and Benelux markets could become
more stable if permission procedures were
more oriented to European standards”, ex-
plains Schuster.

New markets in Eastern Europe
In the coming decade, East European EU-
member countries also have to increase
their share of renewable energy consumpti-
on considerably. In Poland, e.g., the share
has to grow from 7.2 (2005) to 15 %, in Ru-
mania from 17.8 to 24 % and in the Czech
Republic from 6.1 to 13 %.

For ENERCON, Poland in particular, is beco-
ming an increasingly important market be-
cause the framework for wind energy is the
most advanced. “The government is sup-
porting renewables through a combination
of a power purchase price based on the pri-
ce for electricity produced by fossil fuels
and certificate trading”, reports Frank Ihme,
Regional Sales Manager for Eastern Europe.
“Planners from all over the world are extre-
mely active here. ENERCON has been wor-
king on several projects for years and some
contracts have already been confirmed.”
Currently, the projects are concentrated up
north in the region along the coast. Here,
however, the question is whether all projec-
ts are practicable. “The matter of grid
connection and development is becoming
increasingly problematic”, reports Ihme.

New markets are emerging in Eastern Euro-
pe. Starting in January 2009, the company
will be pursuing business in Rumania and
Bulgaria. Early projects will be wind turbines
in the 800 kW category (E-48/E-53) to be
followed by wind farms in the 2 MW class.
To facilitate this move, ENERCON is relying
on cooperation: “We are going to work with
partners with which we’ve already coopera-
ted in the past and are planning our market
entry together”, explains Ihme. For the most
part, these partners are customers or pro-
moters with whom ENERCON has had a so-
lid long-term business relationship.

Of course, existing overseas markets from
Australia and New Zealand to India and
South America are not to be neglected. Ac-
tivities in these markets are constantly
evolving. Due to the contract awarded by
Hydro Québec for the installation of 1050
MW, Canada is currently a major focal point.
By 2011, ENERCON will have set up its 
Canadian headquarters and production 
facilities for concrete towers and E-Modules
in “la belle province”. An aggregate of 
234 MW is already on the order books for
2009. One of the major projects is the Bear
Mountain Wind Farm near Dawson Creek,
British Columbia where a total of 102 MW
are to be installed. “ENERCON, together
with well-established planning offices, will
continue to participate in tenders for wind
power contracts issued by provincial utili-
ties", says Michael Weidemann, ENERCON
sales rep for Canada.

Continuity in foreign markets
In collaboration with their customers,
ENERCON will be participating in several
tenders this year: in Ontario, Québec, and
British Columbia. And the firm expects their
portfolio to grow considerably in the medi-
um-term. “A clear indication of this is that
Canada is now pursuing a very solid clima-
te protection policy. Provincial programs
and federal institutions such as Sustainable
Development Technology Canada (SDTC),
created to support the development of 
clean technologies, are spending billions of
dollars on building a sustainable develop-
ment technology infrastructure”, states
Weidemann.

Further larger deliveries to overseas pro-
jects in Australia, Argentina, Brazil, Japan,
and Taiwan are coming up. “The potential
for worldwide expansion is there”, says
Head of Sales Department Lütkemeyer.
Over the past years, the Danish consulting
firm BTM has continually had to adjust its
forecasts for wind energy development up-
wards. With regard to ENERCON’s produc-
tion capacity, the predicted market share
ranges between 13.4 and 16.1 % for 2012.
“Our aim is to maintain the existing market
share through diversification.”



The second installation phase started last

spring and includes 22 wind energy converters

(WEC). In 2007, ENERCON installation teams

worked together with Grupo Generg to install

the first 35 WEC on the Gardunha mountain

tops. This year, the operator has assumed full

responsibility for these turbines. “For this wind

farm, partial taking overs per circuits have 

been agreed with the customer”, says Gunda

Hinderlich, ENERCON regional manager for

Portugal. “This way, the taking over of the first

35 turbines in Gardunha was not depending on

the completion of the entire wind farm.” The

advantage is that the first WEC can already

start feeding power into the grid.

ENERCON is building a total of 55 

E-82 and two E-70 WECs with tower

heights of 78 and 63 metres on the

Gardunha mountains. The tower ba-

ses are situated between 850 and

1050 metres above sea level. The

nearest larger town is Fundão with

around 10,000 inhabitants. Average

wind speed at hub height is 7.5 me-

tres per second. “Two sites have

particularly high wind speeds. E-70

are more suited to those sites than

E-82”, says project manager Rui Pe-

reira about the choice of WEC type.

“Two installation teams and one pre-

paration team are working in paral-

lel”, adds Pereira. “All teams have to

share an access road that from the

first to the last wind turbine is 16 ki-

lometres long”, says Pereira. Howe-

ver, ENERCON and Generg staff have

long since established a good co-

operation on the construction site. “Generg

are a helpful and a very constructive partner.

They always contribute to a good atmosphere

on site”, says Pereira. Because of the steep

gradient of the access roads, an extra power-

ful lorry pulls the components from the 

entrance gate to one of the 22 sites. The ma-

jority of the components comes from Germany

and is shipped via Emden to the port of

Leixões near the city of Porto. “But some of

the rotorblades are already shipped from the

new ENEOP 3 production plant in Viana do Co-

stelo”, reports Gunda Hinderlich.

Gardunha mountain ridge is quite narrow, and

inclines in the area are steep. “We processed

most components straight from the arriving

lorry, thus minimizing the efforts on finding

suitable storage areas”, says Pereira. Grupo

Generg had issued an international call for

tender for this wind farm project in late 2005.

Possible suppliers were then asked to submit

bids specifically for Gardunha. A year later, the

operator of renewable energy systems – besi-

des wind farms mostly hydropower plants –

chose ENERCON as partner.

The original plan included 53 WEC. After con-

struction work had already started, the oppor-

tunity arose to extend the project by another

four turbines. The installed turbines will now

have a total rated power of 114 MW. But 

Grupo Generg and ENERCON are joining forces

on more projects in Portugal, e.g. the Mos-

queiros and Lagar-Pingulinha/Trancoso wind

farms with four and fourteen E-82 respectively.

While about 70 % of the rotor blades needed

for Gardunha are still coming from Germany,

the Viana do Castelo rotor blade production

plant will supply the blades for all Portuguese

projects from August onwards. Installation at

the Carvalhosa and Arada wind farm sites,

comprised of 17 and 25 WEC respectively,

started in July and August. They will thus be

the first projects where all turbines will be fit-

ted with rotor blades manufactured exclusive-

ly in Portugal. These two are sub-farms of the

“Arada Montemuro” project by Grupo SIIF that

includes a total of 56 WEC.

E-82 on Gardunha mountain range.

First wind farms with rotor 
blades from Viana
The Gardunha mountain range stretches across the Castelo Branco
district in central Portugal. This is the site of a new wind farm com-
prised of 57 ENERCON wind energy converters of the 2 MW class.
Portuguese energy systems operator Grupo Generg, part of Belgian
utility Electrabel, is planning to complete the project by late 2008. 

Gardunha/Portugal
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On completion by approximately 2020, the in-

stalled capacity of the wind farm planned to

cover an area of 450 square kilometres in

Markbygden (municipality of Piteå) will be 

around 3,000 to 3,500 MW. The annual power

output for the 2 MW class wind turbines is ex-

pected to be between 8 to 10 terawatt-hours.

The  Swedish government’s climate protection

programme envisages the production of 25

terawatt-hours of electricity from wind energy

per year by 2020.

Along with the wind project, ENERCON is plan-

ning, amongst other things, to build a concre-

te tower production plant in the region crea-

ting 150 to 200 local jobs. And in order to

guarantee smooth operations once the turbi-

nes have been installed, they will also be set-

ting up a local maintenance and service sta-

tion. Installation of the first turbines is schedu-

led for autumn 2008 and the entire project is

expected to be completed by 2020. “This is

not only fantastic news for the wind industry,

but also an enormous boost for wind power

production in Sweden”, commented Wolfgang

Kropp, chief partner

and chairman of Sve-

vind AB, on the event.

Hans-Dieter Kettwig,

Managing Director of

ENERCON GmbH,

pointed out the tre-

mendous support the

project received from

regional politicians

and expressed spe-

cial thanks to Peter

Roslund, representa-

tive of the municipality of Piteå, as well as to

the governor of Norrbotten, Per-Ola Eriksson.

“ENERCON is extremely proud to participate in

realising this trailblazing wind power project in

Markbygden. The conditions in Norrbotten are

ideal for wind energy. Of course, infrastructu-

re around the farm including the grid still 

have to be meticulously planned and built up.

But we are extremely confident that this pro-

ject will be a success.”

Roslund noted that North Sweden can look

back on a long tradition of renewable energy.

“We were amongst the first to produce electri-

city from hydropower, and today we are loo-

king at Piteå as a power producing site with a

great future.” According to the city’s business

developer Erik Persson, an information center

on wind energy is going to be founded. Addi-

tionally, courses for the preparation of experts

are planned, and Luleå University shall expand

its research on wind energy topics.

After signing the contract: Mikael Kyrk, Svevind AB, Peter Roslund, Representative of Piteå, Per-Ola Eriksson,
Governor of Norbotten, Wolfgang Kropp, CEO Svevind, and Hans-Dieter Kettwig, ENERCON Managing Director. 

Large wind farm project of 
Markbygden Vind and ENERCON 
End of May, wind turbine 
manufacturer ENERCON and
Markbygden Vind AB, an affiliate
of project developers 
Svevind AB, Tavelsjö, signed a
cooperation agreement to 
develop and install one of
Europe’s largest interconnected
onshore wind farm projects.

Area of Markbygden wind farms near Piteå/Norbotton (red).
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ENERCON installs gas-insulated switch-
gears in the WEC tower base. Depending on
the tower diameter and voltage level, the
WEC are provided with two, three or four
switchgear panels. The switchgear compri-
ses one to three cable feeder panels to
connect the wind farm cables and a trans-
former panel. The transformer panel is used
to connect and protect the WEC transformer
as well as to protect the wind farm network
from impacts due to transformer faults.
Transformer protection is provided either
through a fused load break switch or by a
circuit breaker with secondary protection.

ENERCON has been relying on gas-insula-
ted technology for more than 15 years. Sul-
phur hexafluoride has a far better insulating
capacity than air. It allows for the small and
compact construction of this switchgear.
Due to their compact nature, they can be in-
stalled in small WEC towers. High operatio-
nal safety and low maintenance costs also
facilitate operation. “Because the live com-
ponents are housed in an hermetically sea-

led stainless steel tank, they are protected
against environmental influences such as
dust and humidity”, reports Wolfgang Fel-
lensiek, Head of Electrical Works at 
ENERCON’s Project Management depart-
ment in Aurich.

Operator safety has 
highest priority
“When selecting medium-voltage switch-
gears, operator safety has top priority on
the list of technical specifications”, explains
Fellensiek. Operator convenience, good
accessibility to mechanical drives and auxi-
liary circuits as well as secure control of
fault events are essential. Short circuits in
the cable connection compartment or the 
switchgear’s gas tank may cause an electri-
cal arc, which creates overpressure. Such

overpressure could lead to a gas emission
from the switchgear tank. Thus, the tank is
provided with a burst diaphragm through
which the gas can escape. In this case, the
gas pressure is led through an integrated
pressure channel. Metal bars inside the
pressure channel cool the gas and reduce
the pressure. “The rest of the gas pressure
is led to the back of the switchgear, away
from the operator”, says Fellensiek.

Even though electrical arcing is extremely
rare, it is vital to have a device which relie-
ves pressure and minimises risks for the
operator as much as possible. In the future,
ENERCON is planning on providing remote
control for the MV switchgear at the tower
entrance level. The transformer in the tower
basement can then be disconnected remo-
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Medium-voltage switchgear assembly

All ENERCON wind energy
converters (WEC) with a rated
capacity of 300 kW and more
are equipped with at least one
transformer and a medium-
voltage switchgear. For the
most part, these components
are installed in the tower base
and sometimes also in separate
transformer stations. The 
medium-voltage switchgear is
the direct interface between the
WEC’s transformer and the wind
farm network.

Optimal protection for 
operators, transformers and grid

In an ENERCON WEC, the transformer and the MV switchgear are located in the tower basement.



tely before the technician enters the electri-
cal service room.

Reaction to faults within a few
milliseconds
A combination of a load-break-switch and
high-capacity HV fuses protects transfor-
mers up to 2,000 kVA at 20 kV and transfor-
mers up to 2,500 kVA at 30 kV. For higher
transformer capacities, MV circuit breakers
with secondary protection are installed.

In the event of a short circuit, the combina-
tion of load-break-switch and HV fuses re-
acts quicker (within a few ms) than a com-
parable circuit breaker (approx. 100 to 150
ms). The HV fuses limit the short circuit cur-
rent already during its increase. This redu-
ces mechanical stress on the switchgear
components. Combined with a pressure
sensor and an oil level switch, the HV fuses
or MV circuit breakers provide the WEC
transformer with extensive protection.

Securing high quality standards
ENERCON has been collaborating with re-
nowned switchgear manufacturers for
many years. The benefit of this is reliable,
high-quality switchgears. Any time techni-
cal standards are modified or new ones ad-
ded, ideas are pooled,
discussed and imple-
mented. “Each new
model we approve for
our wind turbines has
to undergo specific
tests.”

An independent insti-
tute performs tests in
accordance with VDE
0671, Part 200 (IEC
62271-200) to certify
health and safety as
well as technical
standards of the new
switchgear model
and its pressure
channel. A few years
ago, test require-
ments, especially
high test currents of

<16kA/1s, for medium-voltage switchgears
in wind farms were more of a theoretical
nature. With increasing wind farm capaci-
ties associated with high and ultra-high vol-
tage connections, fault currents have in-
creased considerably. They are calculated
by the project engineer in charge during the
technical planning stages of the wind farm.
“For us it is essential that the systems are
of the right size and meet all health and sa-
fety as well as technical standards.”

Development prospects:
Increasing requirements
Technical demands on MV switchgears ha-
ve continued to increase, especially in the
international sector. In France and Portugal,
for instance, utilities require special locking
systems for MV switchgears in a wind farm.
These mechanisms ensure that load-break-
and earthing-switches can only be operated
in a predetermined sequence in order to
prevent switching errors.

Other utilities require graded reconnection
of WEC transformers. This is to avoid exces-
sive transformer inrush currents. For this
purpose, the MV switchgears are equipped
with a voltage detection system and a bat-
tery-buffered motor-drive mechanism,

which automatically reconnects the WEC
transformers one by one after grid voltage
has returned.

Futhermore, system monitoring and remote
control is becoming more and more rele-
vant.

Circuit breakers
So far, the majority of ENERCON wind farms
have been connected to the 10 or 20 kV
network level. But with average wind farm
capacities growing in conjunction with lar-
ger distances to the point of common cou-

pling, the significan-
ce of 30 kV networks
is increasing. WECs
with high capacity
transformers need
cost-effective circuit
breaker systems at
the 30 kV level as
well.

Wolfgang Fellensiek
states: “There is still
room for further
development here. In
the future, lowcost
circuit breakers,
similar to those
developed for the 
20 kV level, could
replace expensive
vacuum circuit brea-
kers.”
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Mounting of an MV switchgear assembly into an E-70 E-module.

Quality control of a MV switchgear locking 
mechanism at supplier’s plant (Ormazabal, Krefeld).



The train arrives in Emden; on the right: On the way/Train attendants team: H. Ihnken, T. Saathoff, A. Bejta, J. de Vries/Loading in the harbour.

At 6 a.m. Deutsche Bahn rolling stock in-
spector Wolfgang Harken checks the last
lashing straps. The e.g.o.o. train stops at
Dieselstrasse in Aurich’s northern industrial
estate, just a few hundred metres away
from where ENERCON store their finished
nacelles and rotor blades. Today’s load is al-
ready lined up beside the tracks and con-
sists of an E-82 rotor blade, three trailing
edge section (TES)/spoilers and ten E-mo-
dules. Wolfgang Harken comments on the
impressive dimensions of his cargo: “The
rotor blade alone takes up four railway cars.
In total, the train is 230 metres long.”

The rotor blade and the three TES/spoilers
will be assembled into a complete rotor bla-
de later at the construction site. For now,
they are mounted on special transport fra-
mes that make it easy for logistics staff to
load the components onto the train using a
crane and a forklift.

“We use flatcars to transport the blades.
ENERCON has developed special rotary ele-
ments that make sure the rotor blades don’t
bend as they travel through curves”, ex-
plains Thorsten Saathoff, one of the three
train drivers. After the E-modules have also

been loaded at the Dieselstrasse stop, the
train drivers only need to couple the wa-
gons to the train.

“Before departure, the Deutsche Bahn in-
spector has to confirm that the train is in
proper condition and the cargo secure”,
says Saathoff. He and and his colleagues,
Allen Bejta and Heiko Ihnken, have been
operating the trains on this railway since its
recommissioning in April. Ihnken and Saat-
hoff previously worked for Nordwest-Bahn,
a northern German local railway company.
Bejta drove freight trains for the Swiss na-
tional railway company SBB. “Friends told
me that ENERCON were looking for train dri-
vers”, remembers Ihnken, who used to dri-
ve passenger trains. “I find working with
freight trains more varied and interesting, so
I applied for the job.” Ihnken’s new respon-
sibilities include loading and unloading car-
go, shunting, and many other tasks. The
train drivers received a comprehensive four-
day training in the handling of the e.g.o.o.
locomotive and its remote control system.

April saw the reconnection of Aurich to the German national railway
system; the tracks to the next junction at Abelitz had been decommis-
sioned more than a decade ago. Besides ENERCON, other companies in
the Aurich industrial estate such as the concrete manufacturer Kerker
also use the railway to Emden for goods transports. e.g.o.o., the rail-
way company founded specifically for this enterprise, employs three
train drivers and a rolling stock inspector. Every day, their trains carry
rotor blades, E-modules and overseas containers across East Frisia to
Emden harbour and return with raw materials and new components.

Fast track to the harbour
Aurich-Abelitz railway
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Retired railway worker Gerhard Wienekamp
completes the Aurich-Abelitz train team: He
helps with securing the track.

Currently, at least four staff accompany the
train to the Abelitz junction because in a
neighbouring community, there are still 
some level crossings that are not secured
by technical means. “We need to make 
sure that pedestrians, cyclists, or cars don’t
come too close to the railway crossing, and
we must stop the train when there are any
obstacles”, says Bejta.

The rolling stock inspector gives the go-
ahead, and the train starts rolling. On its
journey, the train reaches a speed of about
25 km/h. Even after it has been in operation
for a month, passers-by still marvel at the
sight of the train, especially the 40-metres
rotor blade. A large portion of the track runs
parallel to the B72, one of the main roads in
Lower Saxony’s North-West. “At the mo-
ment, we also need to watch for construc-
tion traffic because of the widening of the
B72 outside of Aurich”, explains Bejta. The
road works made it necessary in places to
move the tracks rather close to homes, cau-
sing the occasional show of displeasure
from some residents. “Aside from this, the
local residents are very accepting of the 
reactivated tracks”, says Saathoff.

“Train operation runs very smoothly”, says
e.g.o.o. dispatcher Johann Ubben. Excellent
preparation was key: Even before the re-
commissioning, the team tested processes,
calculated the track route, moved existing
road signs, and put new ones in place.
“Nothing is routine yet”, adds Ubben. Every
week, new cargo types test the capacities
and possibilities further.

Currently, the new railway can handle the
transport of all ENERCON WEC components
with the exception of nacelles, hubs, and
generators. e.g.o.o. is pushing hard to 
upgrade the tracks so that they can also 
accommodate the last three component 
types, according to Ubben. The future plan
is for a daily train averaging 500 metres in
length to carry industrial products from 

Aurich to Emden and return
with other goods. The railway
also passes by the premises of
the new foundry, ENERCON is
building in Georgsheil. Starting
in 2010, trains will stop here to 
load cast components and take
them to other ENERCON facili-
ties for further processing.
Every other week, concrete ma-
nufacturer Kerker uses the train
for gravel transports. This saves
almost 6,000 km worth of lorry
trips – which is good for the en-
vironment.

For ENERCON’s logistics spe-
cialists, the switch to railway
transport has meant a para-
digm shift, in particular regar-
ding inner-company goods
movements. Previously, all
finished goods were simply 
loaded onto lorries and sent on
their way, recalls Ubben. “To-
day, we spend more thought on
what’s the most efficient way.”
The share of transport by lorry
has already decreased consi-
derably. The prospect of soon
delivering their goods via train
has met with a predominantly
positive response from sup-
pliers, too. “Once the distance
from the manufacturing site to
the destination exceeds a cer-
tain threshold, shipping by train
is more economical than ship-
ping by lorry”, explains Ubben.

The train arrives in Abelitz after
about one hour and Bejta un-
couples the wagons. While
e.g.o.o. is not yet licensed for
the use of public tracks, Deut-
sche Bahn subsidiary Railion
takes over the freight at this
point and transports it to Em-
den harbour. “We expect to re-
ceive our own license in 
November 2008”, says Johann
Ubben.



The company is based in Dessau in eastern
Germany. Besides equipment for the ce-
ment industry and for stone processing,
steel towers for wind energy converters are
GSD’s main product. GSD produces indivi-
dual transportable tower sections that are
delivered to the construction sites where
they are assembled into finished towers. To-
gether with its affiliate SMB Schönebecker
Maschinenbau, GSD achieves a weekly out-
put of about 18 tower sections. Depending
on tower height, that means five to six to-
wers. “Each week, we process about 1,000

tons of steel for the wind industry alone”,
reports GSD Managing Director Thomas
Mittrenga.

Millimetre specifications
The process of turning raw steel plate into
towers for wind energy converters starts
with flame cutting machines that cut the
steel plate to size. After that, a four-roller
bending machine creates the rounded sha-
pe. Workers must make sure to comply with
the specified measurements down to the
millimetre. Any deviations would cause pro-

blems later on during assembly. GSD has
capacities for rolling steel plate up to 4 me-
tres wide and 16 to 80 millimetres thick.

Once the steel plate has acquired the pro-
per shape for the tower, the individual pie-
ces are joined together by submerged-arc
welding. With this welding method, the flux
prevents the oxidisation of the weld seam
by forming a layer of slag. Multiple finished
pieces are then welded into one tower sec-
tion. Mechanics fit both ends of the tower
sections with flanges; these flanges serve
to bolt the tower sections together later on
during assembly on the construction site.
Finally, a door opening is created in the bot-
tom tower section and is fitted with a 
sturdy frame.
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For eight years already, GSD Großanlagen- und
Schwermaschinenbau Dessau GmbH has been supplying ENERCON
with steel towers. ENERCON particularly appreciates GSD’s high fle-
xibility in production.

Steel towers of all sizes
GSD Großanlagen- und Schwermaschinenbau Dessau GmbH 

GSD staff at a roller bending machine.
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Throughout the manufacturing process,
workers use ultrasonic testing to monitor
the quality of the product and to ensure
compliance with the geometrical specifica-
tions such as diameter, length, and flange
properties. Even the smallest cracks in the
material become visible in a dye penetrant
inspection using UV light. “The top quality of
our products is our highest priority”, says
Mittrenga. This standard of quality is essen-
tial since the finished tower sections are
shipped directly from the Dessau plant to
the respective installation sites. Defects on
a single tower section could delay the in-
stallation of the wind energy converter and
thus delay the entire project.

Once the quality inspection is completed,
the tower sections are sandblasted. Bla-
sting with steel shot cleans the components
of all dirt residue and prepares them for the
next process, which is preservation inclu-
ding corrosion protection as well as painting
the sections in the shades of green that are
a trademark feature of ENERCON wind
energy converters.

Fitting towers with electrics and
ventilation
GSD also takes care of equipping the 
ENERCON towers with all necessary fixtures
and accessories: Platforms, safety ladder
system, electrical, and ventilation systems
are all fitted in Dessau. “After a final inspec-
tion, the tower sections leave our plant rea-
dy for installation”, says Mittrenga and
adds: “It takes time for our workers to gain
the routine and experience required to pro-
duce top-quality
tower sections.”

This is the reason
why GSD places
great emphasis on
thorough training
for all new staff.
“We take on about
ten new apprenti-
ces every year”,
says Mittrenga.
The company is
proud of its ability

to offer apprenticeships to so many young
people. Mittrenga also sets great store by
good communication with staff. “Without
our excellent staff, we would not be able to
produce such high quality and to be as fle-
xible as we are.”

This flexibility is one of the reasons why
ENERCON has chosen GSD as partner. The
company does not focus solely on large-vo-
lume mass production but can also respond
quickly to special requirements from 
ENERCON installation teams. From the 
37-metre tower for the E-33 to the 98-me-
tre tower for the E-70, ENERCON can
purchase all components in Dessau.

24 different types
“Not only does GSD have a very broad ran-
ge of processing capabilities. They can also
react quickly if we need to change an order
to a different tower type at short notice”,
says ENERCON purchaser Stefan Frey. Last
year, the Dessau company manufactured 24
different types of towers. “We enjoy wor-
king with ENERCON”, says Mittrenga. The
medium to long-term cooperation provides
GSD with planning security.

ENERCON, too, is happy to have found in
GSD a flexible and reliable partner in the
area of tower procurement, says Oliver
Smidt, materials management supervisor in
the mechanics area. “We especially appre-
ciate the fact that GSD wants to grow with
ENERCON’s increasing demand for steel 
towers for the installation of wind energy
converters”, adds Smidt.

HusumWind 2008
(Husum/Germany)
09.09. – 13.09.2008
International trade fair for wind
energy
www.husum-wind.com

Powerexpo 2008
(Saragossa/Spain)
24.09. – 26.09.2008
International exhibition on 
efficient and sustainable energy
www.feriazaragoza.com

Eolica Expo 2008
(Rome/Italy)
01.10. – 04.10.2008
International exhibition dedicated
to wind energy
www.eolicaexpo.com

Renexpo 2008
(Augsburg/Germany)
09.10. – 12.10.2008
International trade fair and 
conference for renewable energy
& energy efficent building
www.renexpo.de

CanWEA 2008
(Vancouver/Canada)
19.10. – 22.10.2008
Annual conference and trade show
for wind energy
www.canwea.ca

Sireme 2008
(Paris/France)
18.11. – 20.11.2008
Trade exhibition for renewable
energy development, energy 
management and regional 
sustainable development
www.sireme.fr

DEWEK 2008
(Bremen/Germany)
26.11. – 27.11.2008
German wind energy conference 
www.dewek.de
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Submerged-arc welding is used to join the formed steel pieces.



WINDBLATT

Windblatt: Earlier this year, you presented
a report to the EU parliament concerning
the EU directive on renewable energies.
Were you happy with the response?
Claude Turmes: So far, I’ve received only
positive feedback, even from other parties
in parliament. A great majority supports our
proposals.

Windblatt: What weaknesses do you see
in the Commission’s draft?
Turmes: I see them mainly in the legal un-
certainties regarding the guarantee of origin
for electricity, and in the introduction of a
trading system for renewable certificates as
primary support model for renewable ener-
gies in Europe. If individual member states
wish to hold on to their own tried and tested
models such as power purchase prices, in
the future they will have to “opt out”. Even
though the Commission’s draft does give
them this right, it could easily be called into
question in view of the basic right to free
movement of capital and goods in the EU.

Windblatt: Which alternative do you 
favour?
Turmes: Our report proposes “opt in” tra-
ding of renewable certificates as solution.
Our proposal sees national action plans as
the basis for achieving the goals for rene-
wable energies. We define these goals to-
gether – the share of electricity, heating or
cooling, and fuel that is produced from re-

generative sources. But it is still up to the
member states to take the appropriate poli-
tical measures based on their particular
geography. Trading of certificates can be
one instrument – among those EU countries
who wish to use it and on a voluntary basis.

Windblatt: That’ll be just patchwork!
Turmes: It’s patchwork already. But I think
it’s still too early to get rid of all national sy-
stems in one fell swoop, as intended by the
EU Commission. And besides, there’s a
built-in review clause: In 2014, the process
will be reviewed to check how the renewa-
ble energies market in Europe has develo-
ped by then.

Windblatt: But would Brussels not be
lacking the leverage to push for the over-
all target of 20 % in Europe?
Turmes: There are enough ways for the
Commission to intervene. The Commission
can reject weak action plans from EU mem-
ber states if it deems the political measures
stipulated in the plan inadequate to reach
the targets. An action plan has to specify
milestones; the Commission will verify
every two years (2012 to 2018) whether
these have been reached. The Commission
has the right to impose sanctions on mem-
ber states who do not meet their targets.

Windblatt: What level of detail will Brus-
sels cover in their standards?

Turmes: One goal of the directive is to im-
prove grid management with respect to re-
newable energies. Priority must be given to
the feed-in and distribution of regenerative
electricity. We must push for greater effi-
ciency in the granting of permissions: Au-
thorities at different political levels – in Ger-
many e.g., the federal government, state
governments, districts, and municipalities –
must improve their cooperation.

For cases of unfair, excessive permissions
bureaucracy, the Commission must impose
sanctions. If member states do not heed the
Commission’s recommendations, lawsuits
can be brought before the European Court
of Justice.

Windblatt: What are the odds that your
model will be accepted?
Turmes: I think the chances are good for
our proposal. In September, the Industry
Committee will discuss the report; parlia-
ment will pass its draft after that. Negotiati-
ons will follow with the governments of the
EU member states, who are currently wor-
king on a joint position.

Claude Turmes

“Capitalising on strong points of
national promotion systems!”
Claude Turmes, MEP for the Green party and rapporteur on the
Renewables Directive in the European Parliament, wants to give 
priority to national action plans in the pursuit of the 20 % expansion
target in the EU. His proposals are aimed at legal certainty for 
existing, successful national support systems. The EU Commission
should verify the implementation of the action plans every two years
and impose sanctions, if necessary. Access to power grids should 
also be made easier. 
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